
Mass Intentions 
As Catholics, we believe: 

 One of the greatest acts of charity is to pray for the living and the dead. The greatest and most powerful 

prayer we have is the Mass, since the fruits of the Mass are the very fruits of Jesus’ redemption. 
 

For this reason, we are encouraged to request that Mass be offered for loved ones: those who have gone 

before us into the heavenly kingdom, and those who are still with us but in special need of prayer.  
 

In addition to Masses for the faithful departed, Masses might be offered: 

     -for a living person who is sick or suffering 

     -for a person, living or dead, on the anniversary of their birth, wedding, or other special moment in life. 

     -in thanksgiving to God 

     -for a prayer intention, so long as the intention does not contradict Church teaching. 
 

Masses should not be offered: 

     -for an unknown or “private” intention 

     -for any intention that is contrary to Catholic moral teaching 
 

In order to permit greater access to the parish’s liturgical calendar by all of its parishioners, and to 
accommodate intentions for the recently deceased and intentions for the living that must to be resolved in 

a timely fashion (such as surgery or a serious illness), we have been asked to modify our guidelines. 
 

We thank you for your understanding and cooperation in this matter. 

Mass Intention Guidelines 
(for stipends resolved as of Jan. 1, 2020) 

Canon Law allows us to accept offerings for Masses no more than a year in advance. 
 

Therefore,  
On July 1, 2019, we will be able to accept offerings for Masses intentions 

January 1 thru June 30, 2020 

 

Then on January 1, 2020, we will accept offerings for Masses intentions 

July 1 thru December 31, 2020 

 

IN EACH SCHEDULING PERIOD 
we requested that each household limit the number of Masses to no more than ONE per MONTH  

(6 per period) 

Only ONE of these may be a SUNDAY celebration  

(includes the Sat. Mass of Anticipation) 

 
Households desiring the celebration of more than the allotted Masses have the option to enroll in 

the Christ King Mass League  
(One Mass is offered per month for all enrolled in the League) 

 

OR 
 

We will gladly forward your intentions to the World Missions Office of the Archdiocese of Milwaukee. 
(A mission priest will celebrate Mass for your intention. Your Mass offering is a special help to the priest: poor 

himself and serving among the poorest of the human family. For many, Mass offerings are a substantial means 
of day-to-day support for their ministry and the people they serve.) 


